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Wave-vector-dependent Stoner approach to band ferromagnetism in Ni
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Recent experimental evidence@W. von der Lindenet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.71, 899~1993!# that the exchange
splitting in Ni follows the temperature dependence of the magnetization and provides strong support for the
physical basis of the Stoner model of itinerant ferromagnetism. In this work, augmented plane wave results for
paramagnetic and spin-polarized bands~supplemented by a single-parameter shrinking of the band splitting to
fit the experimental value available at the symmetry pointL3) are used in ak-dependent, Stoner-like calcula-
tion, of the Curie temperature of Ni. The calculated magnetization curve, saturation magnetization, Curie
temperature, and specific heat coefficient are in agreement with experiment.@S0163-1829~97!12617-0#
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The occurrence and strength of ferromagnetism in tra
tion metals at zero temperature is well accounted for by fi
principles band structure calculations in the local density
proximation ~LDA !;1 saturation magnetic moments for F
Co, and Ni, differ by less than 10% from the correspond
experimental values~cf. Table I!.

The finite-temperature behavior of metallic ferromagn
is usually described in terms of fluctuating band theor
~FBT’s!,2 which attempt a synthesis between itinerant a
localized models of magnetism;3–5 the degree of effective
itineracy of magnetic moments can be described by the r
of the saturation moment either to the~free! atomic moment,
or to the paramagnetic moment determined by macrosc
measurents of the susceptibility above the Curie point.
either measure~cf. Table I!, one expects the mechanism
magnetism in Ni to be itinerant dominated.

The first attempts2,3 to apply FBT’s and related spin
fluctuation descriptions to Ni produced significant deviatio
from experiment with respect to predicted values ofTc @320
K,2 1200 K,3 450 K ~Ref. 10! vs the observed value of 63
K#, and/or shapes of the magnetization curve;3 a notable ex-
ception is the work of Mohn and Wohlfahrth,6 which pre-
sents an improved treatment of~paramagnetic! spin fluctua-
tions that reduces the exchange integral and leads to a v
of Tc in agreement with experiment. Perhaps even more
portant, spin-fluctuation theories tend to produce serious
derestimates of paramagnetic magnetic moments@e.g.,
0.49mB ,

3 0.42mB ~Ref. 6!#, which are not only much lowe
than the experimental value, but lie even below the satu
tion moment@0.61mB ~Ref. 3!#, i.e., in a regime not acces
sible even within a completely ‘‘localized’’ picture.3,7

However, a recent paper by von der Lindenet al.8 on
spin-resolved photoemission presents strong experime
evidence in favor of the original Stoner9 model; these author
state that the influence of transverse fluctuations on the
ergy bands of Ni is negligible, and that the exchange splitt
decreases with increasing temperature, closely following
magnetization. In the present work we demonstrate tha
the case of Ni, the most ‘‘itinerant’’ of ferromagnets~where
550163-1829/97/55~17!/11391~4!/$10.00
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local moments have been found to vanish10!, obtaining a
reasonable first-order estimate ofTc should in principle be a
matter of~a! correct zero-temperature energetics and~b! cor-
rect Stoner-like thermodynamics. Since the LDA, in spite
its success in estimating saturation magnetic moments,
erally overestimates the values of exchange splittings, we
to address~a! in terms of a physically motivated empirica
renormalization of LDA exchange splittings. Regarding~b!,
our work improves on previous approaches11,12 by using a
Stoner-like interpolation scheme between paramagnetic
ferromagnetic band structures withk-dependent exchang
splitting. Our simple one-electron, mean-field approach
the thermodynamics of band ferromagnetism, leads to a
rie temperature, a magnetization curve, a saturation mom

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical magnetic moments p
atom for Fe, Co, and Ni, in Bohr magnetons~Ref. 7!; psat is the
saturated ferromagnetic value extrapolated to zero tempera
Dn5psat/g is the experimental magneton number corrected by
spectroscopic splitting factorg, and thus corresponds more close
to the spin magnetizationM (0) ~Ref. 17!; pLDA is the LDA value;
pfree52AJ(J11) is the free atom value calculated withJ5S; p is
a paramagnetic value determined in terms of the experime
slope,ppara

2 /3, of the Curie-Weiss susceptibility, and the relationsh
ppara
2 5p(p1g) ~Ref. 7!.

Fe Co Ni

psat 2.22~19,20,18! 1.72~20,18! 0.62~19,18!
g 2.10~17! 2.18~17! 2.21~17!
Dn 2.11 1.58 0.56
pLDA 2.42~16! a 1.65~1! 0.67~13!
pfree 4.90 3.87 2.83
p 2.25~21! 2.24~9! 0.85~22!
psat/p 0.99 0.77 0.73
psat/pfree 0.45 0.44 0.22

aCalculated from Johnson’set al.original band structure, before th
uniform increase of the exchange splitting of 56 mRy~made by
Johnson’set al. in order to match the experimental magnetizatio!.
11 391 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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11 392 55N. C. BACALIS et al.
and an electronic specific heat in agreement with experim
We use the results of zero-temperature APW band st

ture calculations1 as a starting point. At finite temperature
our interpolation between the ferromagnetic and the pa
magnetic phase introduces effective bands by deman
thermal equilibrium of spin-up and spin-down electrons. T
computational scheme makes no formal distinction betw
magnetically active and nonactive bands; in the spirit of
ab initio, albeit approximate, calculation, we expect the d
ference to show up in the features of the band struc
and/or the thermal occupation of the relevant states.

The spin-polarized band structure was calcula
self-consistently13 via the von Barth–Hedin spin-polarize
exchange and correlation potentials,14

Vxc
6~r!5VKS~r!FB~r!6

1

3
A~r!

r12r2

r G , ~1!

where r1, r2, and r are the spin-down, spin-up, and th
total electron charge densities,VKS is the Kohn-Sham ex-
change potential, B(r)511Cx ln(111/x), A(r)51
1(C/2)y ln(111/y), x5r s/21, y5x/24/3, r s5(3/4pr)1/3,
and C50.045. The spin-polarized band structure of Ni
shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 13. We observe that the spin-
~majority! states are generally lower in energy than the sp
down states and almost completely occupied, in contras
the spin-down states. The exchange splitting near the Fe
level is apparent; it is already anticipated that high tempe
tures are needed in order to excite electrons from spin
levels to unoccupied spin-down LDA levels. It should
noted however that LDA predictions for exchange splittin
are often higher than experimental values, particularly in
for example, Eastmanet al.15 have measured, by angle re
solved photoemission, a splitting of 110 mRy atP4 in bcc Fe
and 23 mRy atL3 in fcc Ni, whereas the corresponding LD
values are 139 mRy~Ref. 16! and 51 mRy,13 respectively.
Our work can account for this discrepancy by

FIG. 1. The band splittingdE5Ekn
↓ 2Ekn

↑ is plotted against the
energyEkn

↑ of the spin-up state for all values ofk,n. States which
fall within the triangle enclosed by the dotted line~drawn at the
Fermi level!, and the solid line@defined bydE52(E2EFermi)#
contribute to the net magnetization. The calculation~Refs. 1 and 13!
includes six bands indicated~in order of increasing energy! by
squares, circles, up and down triangles, diamonds, and square
t.
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(k-dependent! reduction of the exchange splitting, propo
tional to its LDA value at eachk point. This is achieved by a
single parameter,a, which matches theL3 splitting to the
experimental value, and results in a reasonable Curie t
perature,Tc , for fcc Ni, and a somewhat lower value for th
saturation moment, also in agreement with experiment.

Moreover, the reduction of the exchange splitting leads
a correction of the specific heat coefficientg in the right
direction: the values ofg before and after the reduction, ar
4.13 and 4.84, respectively, whereas the experimental v
is 7.02 mJ mol21K22.17 In fact the theoretical value ofg
should be multiplied by the enhancement factor 11l, pre-
viously calculated13 to be 1.24 due to electron-phonon inte
action; this would raise the value ofg to 6.0, and provides
further physical evidence for our simple parametric shrink
of exchange splitting.

The effective band scheme employed in this work is su
marized as follows. For eachk point and for each bandn, we
define

ekn
↑,↓~T![ēkn1as~T!~Ekn

↑,↓2 ēkn!, ~2!

whereEkn
↑,↓ , and ēkn are the LDA spin-polarized and para

magnetic band structures, respectively, calculated at the
tice constant of Ref. 13,s(T)[M (T)/M (0) the reduced
magnetization, anda is the exchange-splitting reduction pa
rameter. Equation~2! incorporates both the experimental
observed temperature-dependent reduction of the exch
splitting8 @via s(T)# and the zero-temperature experimen
value of the band splitting at the symmetry pointL3 ~Ref. 15!
~via a, which is the only adjustable parameter used in t
work!.

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the values of the LDA exchan
splitting vs the energy of the spin-up state for allk andn; it
is evident that use of a singlek-independent Stoner param
eter, reflecting ak-independent exchange splitting, would b
an oversimplification.

FIG. 2. The Ni magnetization curve: Experimental points~Ref.
18!, results of our calculations for two values of the reduc
exchange-splitting parametera, and Hubbard’s theory~Ref. 3!.
a50.45 matches the experimentalL3 exchange splitting, as dis
cussed in the text.a50.40 givesTc 5 766 K, M (0) 5 0.52mB ,
g5 5.8 mJ mol21K22, and approaches the classical mean-fie
~Langevin! curve, also shown for comparison.
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The number of electrons in each subsystem is

N↑,↓~T!5(
kn

1

e[ ekn
↑,↓

~T!2m~T!]/kT11
~3!

and the total number of electrons is

Ntotal5N↑~T!1N↓~T!. ~4!

At thermal equilibrium the chemical potentialm(T) is
common and the magnetization is

M ~T!5N↑~T!2N↓~T!. ~5!

Thus the simultaneous solution of Eqs.~4! and ~5! for
m(T) andM (T) provide the equilibrium value of the chem
cal potential and the magnetization at any desired temp
ture.

Figure 2 shows the reduced magnetizations(T) as com-
puted in this work, the experimental values,18 and the curve
calculated by Hubbard.3 We deduce from this calculation
Curie temperatureTc5950 K,M (0) 5 0.53 ~for a50.45)
andTc5766 K,M (0) 5 0.52 ~for a50.40). These values
are in much better agreement with experiment@Tc5630 K
andM (0)50.56# than those of either Ref. 3@Tc51200 K
andM (0)50.6# or Ref. 11 (Tc52900 K!. They also dem-
onstrate the sensitivity of predicted Curie point on sali
features of zero-temperature energetics~magnitude of ex-
change splittings! which hardly affect the saturation magn
tization. This confirms our thesis that correct zer
temperature energetics play a decisive role in understan
itinerant ferromagnetism.

Results of similar calculations for Fe and Co~based on
tight-binding spin-polarized band fitting1 rather than exac
APW interpolation! lead to Curie temperatures of 5900 a
4100 K respectively, in disagreement with experiment a
comparable to values found by Gunnarsson.11 This is not
surprising since in Fe and Co ferromagnetism is domina
by local moments; indeed, it should be noted that the va
of the ratio ofTc

expt/Tc
theor is an increasing function of the

degree of itineracy, as measured by the ratios in Table I
Returning to Ni we wish to remark on the predicted cri

cal behavior. Since our calculation is Stoner-like, it predi
f
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mean-field behavior for the average magnetization
T→Tc ; surprisingly, however, it does more than that —
is evident from the good agreement of the magnetizat
curve with experiment nearTc . There is a crossover in th
value of the magnetization critical exponentb from 1/3 to
1/2 around (Tc2T)/Tc;0.05, which closely parallels mea
surements of the internal field made in the critical regim
based on the Mo¨ssbauer effect23 and implying that some
form of long-range interaction must be present. We have
way of ascertaining whether this detailed agreement is fo
itous or not; nonetheless, within the general physical pict
of itinerant-dominated ferromagnetism~where the typical
long-range dipolar corrections become ineffective!, the ex-
perimentally observed asymptotic prevalence of mean-fi
behavior would necessitate some nondipolar form of resid
long-range electronic correlation. Such correlations may
fact be implicitly included in our calculation, but this i
something that only a complete theory of metallic ferroma
netism could decide. Our attempts serve only to demonst
that a properly interpolated band-structure scheme comb
with realistic zero-temperature energetics can give reas
able estimates of thermodynamic properties of itinerant
romagnets ~for T<Tc). In addition, the effective band
scheme could be of direct use in a semiquantitative desc
tion of other temperature-dependent properties of Ni, such
the recently observed Compton profiles24.

In conclusion we have proposed an empirical correct
to the LDA value of the exchange splitting in Ni which usin
a Stoner model improves dramatically the calculated value
the Curie temperature. We emphasize that this approac
only appropriate for Ni due to its itinerant nature of magn
tism. In Fe and Co, which are characterized by local mom
magnetism, our treatment is not valid and a spin-fluctuat
theory is more appropriate. Our point of view is indeed co
sistent with the recent work of Uhl and Ku¨bler25 who, using
spin-fluctuation theory, obtain the Curie temperature (Tc) of
Fe to within 5% of experiment while they underestimateTc
for Ni by 215 K.
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